they had been for walks on Sundays and which, when they were back in the middle of Paris, they represented to themselves as an inexhaustible sequence of rustic dwellings, woods, valleys, and gardens. For the first time, hundreds of thousands of men were to be seen working all day long in a city where they did not live.
But the city got back at them in many ways. Their uprooted wives came to do their shopping in the centre of the city and to warm, at the glow of brightly lit windows, eyes which had looked all the week at a muddy lane where night fell quickly.
Simultaneously new suburbs came to birth outside the fortifications. Unlike the villages, they had no tradition of descent, not the least trace of nobility. They did not contain that " perfumed and melancholy " heart which you end by finding in Bagnolet, in Gentilly, in Chatillon, that little parcel of provincial fragrance in which the market and the church are wrapped up. They rose straight up out of kitchen gardens, building plots, municipal refuse-dumps. In between the older districts they obtruded themselves. They filled the intervals that remained free with jerry-built factories and a rash of mean dwellings. The town hall, the church, the office of a tramway company, a shoe-polish factory, differed only in the details of their architecture. The sole flight of municipal fancy was the practice-scaffolding put up for the benefit of the firemen. It gave a village effect to the bleak public square shoved in between the cemetery and the gas-works. Mothers took their little children to play in what had once been a meadow, alongside a factory wall made of lath and plaster, where the sun shone sometimes.
The air you breathed was never plain, insipid air. Day and night it had a tang about it. It came to you seasoned with subtle, fugitive chemical products, which Sundays scarcely rarefied. You could taste it on your tongue; it impregnated you through and through with the flavours of its fine, acrid spices. It went quite well in your head with certain thoughts, such as the difficulty of being happy, or with complicated cares about love and work.

